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Every year, about 100 million sports fans attend or watch the Super Bowl football
championship. Yet, this party-filled event is becoming infamously connected to the
commercial sexual exploitation of vulnerable adults and even children. While large
events do fuel prostitution—which is intrinsically linked to sex trafficking—the reality is
that sexual exploitation extends beyond a single sporting event.

Fast Facts: Sex Trafficking and the Super Bowl
Sporting events, such as the Super Bowl, World Cup, and Olympics, are often
associated with prostitution. According to the National Center on Sexual
Exploitation (NCOSE): “The influx of men with cash to burn, combined with the
celebratory atmosphere of a large sporting event, creates a perfect storm for
prostitution demand…[and] when demand for prostitution increases, sex traffickers
see an opportunity to profit.”¹
Between 2014 and 2019, NCOSE recorded hundreds of arrests of sex traffickers and
buyers, and the identification of over 70 sex trafficking victims—principally minors.
For instance, during the 2019 Super Bowl the FBI arrested 169 individuals,
including 26 traffickers, and identified 18 sex trafficking victims. Half of the
victims were minors, with the youngest just 14 years old.²
While the National Human Trafficking Hotline (NHTH) does record a slight uptick in
reports during the Super Bowl, they attribute this to increased awareness and
police operations, not necessarily a notable spike in trafficking.³
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The Reality: Sex Trafficking Occurs Every Day

The Super Bowl underscores the pervasive, daily buying of others for
sex—a demand traffickers readily meet by exploiting vulnerable, atrisk individuals who often have few alternatives for survival.
Demand for commercial sex drives the worldwide, forced sexual exploitation of an
estimated 5 million people globally, every year.⁴ Sex trafficking continues to thrive
outside this one event, and most victims identified during the Super Bowl were
already, and will continue to be, exploited.
Tips made to NHTH identified 177 cases of sex trafficking in Pennsylvania alone,
with many more victims remaining unidentified.⁵
Human trafficking is an extremely lucrative, approximately $150 billion industry
worldwide, two-thirds of which is driven by commercial sexual exploitation
occurring every day of the year.⁶

The Solution: Build Awareness for Greater Prevention
Education: The increased sex trafficking reporting and arrests during the Super Bowl
underscores the power of awareness. Building upon this through education on the
daily demand and risk factors for trafficking can help people both identify and prevent
commercial sexual exploitation.
Policy: Instead of penalizing victims of exploitation with misplaced prostitution arrests,
laws built upon the Equality Model should penalize the buying and selling of others.⁷
Restoration: Increased survivor support—including long-term housing and traumainformed services—will offer victims a sustainable path away from their traffickers and
toward freedom.
If you suspect trafficking, contact the NHTH: Call 1 (888) 373-7888 | Text 233733
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